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CLEARING MINEFIELDS AT EL ALAMEIN

Sergeant Millard of the Royal Engineers, now in England, and whose home is at

Aldershot, tells the story of hew his unit played its part in clearing a path through
the minefields at El Alamein.

This was the crucial initial task without which the armour could not have driven

through in overwhelming force to the main enemy positions.

He describes first the task which confronted the Royal Engineers, and secondly
the way in which it was performed.

”We were confronted with four strips of minefield, each about 500 yards deep,
and separated by intervening areas of 'no man's land', running along the whole front

from the Quattara depression to the coast.

"On the 23rd October, at 9.40 on the evening, when the barrage was due to begin,
these minefields were a dark, uncharted wilderness, dotted with enemy posts whose

positions our aircraft had previously reconnoitred. Our task was to produce by first

light a series cf lanes 40 yards wide completely clear of mines, duly taped, marked

and lighted, right through the four minefields to the main enemy positions. The

general line of the gaps or lanes had been determined by previous reconnaissance, but

the job itself had to be completed without fault in a single night.

"In order to he ready for this great undertaking we had spent several weeks

training about 20 miles east of Alamein in similar conditions. Here we developed a

precise drillofmine-detecting and gap-making in which every man had his particular
job and knew it thoroughly. We practised with genuine minefields.

First the tape men crawled forward to define the lane with tapes, then

came men with detectors who located the position of the sunken mines. Other men

clearly marked these positions, and then came the men who actually handled the mines,

removing the detonators and placing the now harmless mines outside the line of the

tapes.

"Our method was first to lay a single tape from the starting point along a compass

bearing in the desired direction. Then, with this tape as centre line, to lay two

other tapes parallel at eight yards distance from the centre tape, making a lane 16

yards wide. When this lane had been cleared, we would extend again eight yards on

each side, thus widening to yards, and finally to 40 yards.

"On the great night itself, the intense barrage lifted just after 10 o 'clock, and

the infantry dashed forward to overcome all enemy posts which covered the minefields

with machine guns and small arms fire. The arrangement was for them to fire Verey

lights when this had been accomplished.

"So successful were the infantry on my sector (they were Maoris) that the lights

went up ten minutes later, and we went straight to our starting point in the minefield,

where I acted as Sergeant in charge of the gap, armed with a Tommy gun. It was my

business to see that each man followed the exact drill - tapes - detectors - markers -

minelifters, and to supervise the general layout of the work.

"We started straight away with the tapes, and everything went like clockwork

except that one undetected machine gun was still firing at us from left front. I spoke

about this to a Maori R.S.M., and he at once agreed to look to it. With only three men

he went out and silenced the post with grenades. He himself came back on a stretcher

with arm wounds, but he said to me as he passed 'don't worry, they won't live to tell

the tale '. Other Maoris passed us with a few prisoners, and plenty of souvenirs in the

shape of radio sets, and necklaces of ammunition.

/"By about midnight
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"By about midnight we had cleared our way through the first minefield, and our

40-yard-wide lane was duly marked by the provost section with pickets lighted by
coloured lamps facing east, invisible to the enemy.

"At this stage it was our practise to try out the lane by means of driving a

'suicide car' along it to make sure that no mines were left. We used an old vehicle

well stuffed with sandbags. I drove this car along the right side of the lane as far

as no-man’s land, and intended to drive back along the other side of the lane. But I

was unlucky in striking an unsuspected mine in no-man's land itself as I was making the

turn, and was rather badly shaken.

"However, I was at work again half an hour later, and by 4.30, before dawn, we had

cleared a complete lane through all four minefields, wider and better lighted than

Piccadilly itself.

"Mine was of course only one lane, and others of similar type were made at other

parts of the front. Signals were also busy all the time, and by morning they had

established all their communications to the forward edge of the minefields.

"In the morning our armour and supplies went thundering along our well defined

gap into the battle, completely surprising the enemy. The traffic continued three

deep for days.

"For the ten days of the battle our main tasks were those of maintaining the

gaps, and of preparing cleared sites for gun positions as the guns went forward through
the minefields. New sites had of course to be made as the battle shifted forward.

"When the pursuit started, our principal tank was the clearing of the sides of

the road, of mines and booby traps. Other engineers went forward with our armour to

clear the road itself where necessary, and to attend to 'Tank-busting '.

"’Tank busting’ means going out with our armoured forces and ’finishing off' all

slightly damaged enemy tanks, so that if the scene of battle changes they will be.

irrecoverable. This is done in rough and ready style by exploding charges in the

machinery and gin breeches.

"The complete clearing of the route and adjacent buildings can be done at the

rate of 6 miles a day, but of course the spearhead docs not wait for that.

"when we got to Barce, which is a fine place as towns go in the desert, the

first thing I saw was a group of engineers with a pot of paint renaming the centre

of the town ’Montgomery Square'.

"Here we spent Xmas very happily, living in good style in Mussolini’s special

Colonial houses, with gardens attached, from which we gathered cabbages and mushrooms

for the pot. We had beer too. General Montgomery saw to that."

MILITARY AFFAIRS
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